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Feature:
Equipped with adjustable swivel for infinite adjustment
Has a heavy duty extruded rubber rim to help prevent damaging objects when maneuvering
Available with tripod ball bearing castor wheels, allowing full range or motion with effortless maneuvering.
Light weight with a 51 inch handle.
Low 3.5 inch ground clearance.
Available with flashlight, batteries, and mounting bracket.
For indoor or outdoor use.
Each mirror size: 12 inch.
Package size: 880*315*160mm

Under Vehicle Inspection Mirror- Military
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EXTENDABLE MIrrOr 
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Z - SSPA/WECD - 2

Light source

Z-SSPAWECD-2



Telescopic Inspection Mirror + LED Light

Z-SSPA/SMTL

The Telescopic Mirror Kit Z-TSML is convenient and highly effective search kit.

  

Mirror Specifications:

Mirrors: 1x 152mm (6 inch) mirror weighs 9 gms Arm & Light Pod Specifications Extended 

length: 1300mm( 51.181 inches)       

Closed length: 500mm (19.685in)

Handle diameter: 27mm (1.063in) tapered
Weight: 20gms

weight: 610g (1.3lb)(with light LED torch and batteries)

Battery Life: about seven hours (3xAAA)

The Kit contains one telescopic mirror arm  and 1 x 152mm (6”inch) mirror. The mirror is
set in black polypropylene frames with screw fixing studs.
The telescopic arm has four-sections, with nonslip rubber (non conductive) soft handle, 
adjustable mirror head.

Perfect for those high 'hard to reach' inspections. 3 STAGE quick release snaps.

Complete with a new design LED Light torch assembly.

Telescopic Arm Specifications:
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CAT. NO. DESCrIPTION
z-SSPA/STML Telescopic inspection Mirror + LED

Light: LED (2 x CR2032 Lithium
Batteries))

Fitting: Plastic universal light holder 



Telescopic Inspection Mirror + LED Light (rechargeable)

Z-SSPA/MT2

  

Mirror Specifications:

Mirrors: 1x 300mm x 300mm arcylic sfety mirror/concave Arm & Light Pod Specifications Extended 

length: 1300mm( 43.30 inches)       

Closed length: 500mm (19.685in)

Handle diameter: 30mm (1.18in) tapered
Weight: 2.8 kg
Light: LED (15 x LEDs strip/ rechargeable 
battery)

The Telescopic Mirror Kit Z-SSPA/MT2 is convenient and highly effective search kit.
Its rechargeable and has 15 LED high-lite globes for added viewing in hard to see locations.
The Kit contains 1 x two-stage telescopic mirror arm and 1 x 300mm x 300mm acrylic mirrorn on 4 x heavy-duty 
rubberised bearing castors.
The mirror is set in black alloy frame with rivet & screw fixing studs.
The telescopic arm comes a with nonslip rubber (non conductive) soft handle, extends from 500mm to 
1100mm
A on/off switch located next to the re-charge plug with a velcro strap to secure the device while being 
transported.

Telescopic Arm Specifications:
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CAT. NO. DESCrIPTION
z-SSPA/MT2 Telescopic inspection Mirror + LED Rechargeable



Under Vehicle Inspection Camera - Military

CAT. NO. DESCrIPTION
z-SSPA/UVC-3

Available from : SSPA    +612 4645 7600    www.sspa.net.au

Z - SSPA/UVC-3Product Parameters
•Working voltage: DC12V. 
•220mA: working current. 
•Specification: 4.3 inch TFT LCD digital. 640x480 pixel
•Resolution: 16:9 color + sunshield
•Rod adjustment: 90 cm to 110 cm 
•Battery: Li Technology 2800mA
•Wide-angle lens perspective: 150 °. 
•View distance: 3-5 meters
• Opertaing time: vriable approx 5 hrs
• Recharge: 2hrs (dependant on power source)

• The 4.3inch high resolution LCD screen is attached to a Li battery housing and can be adjusted to 

150 degree angle.

• The rod can extend from 90 cm to 110 cm.
•Using aircraft type triangular wheels, operation, use lighter more comfortable.
• Specially designed arm rest and handle is ideal for easier handling and manouvering in any condition.

Under vehicle inspection camera


